“It’s for anyone who doesn’t need or want a complicated bin monitoring and control system. All it does is tell you the temperature inside your bins,” says Craig Hermanson, Craig Industries, Inc., Mitchell, S. Dak.

The “Grain Watcher” consists of a 12-volt digital monitor that can be located in your house, machine shed, or anywhere up to 1,000 ft. from temperature probes in the bin. The system can monitor up to 6 bins at a time. You simply turn a dial on the monitor and read the temperature.

The 30-in. probes are inserted into the grain after the bin is filled and wired to the monitor. The probe snaps onto the underside of the roof and plugs into a jack that mounts next to the hatch. From there cable runs underground to the monitor.

“Farmers told us they wanted a simple, low-cost system that would let them monitor their bins and take care of any problems themselves. Sophisticated bin monitoring systems that turn fans on or off are expensive, inconvenient, and in many cases inaccurate. They sell for $1,300 to $1,400 per bin, so you still have to go outside to read the temperature. Our system can handle six medium size bins for a total cost of about $300 per bin.”

Contact: FARM SHOW Followup, Craig Industries, Inc., 200 West Havens, Mitchell, S. Dak. 57301 (ph 605 996-4674).

“Foolproof” Automatic Fire Extinguisher For Combines, Other Farm Equipment

If you’ve ever had a combine fire - or worried about having one - you’ll want to take a close look at this clever new fire extinguishing system that works automatically once it’s installed.

Here’s how it works: The extinguisher tank is connected to a pair of flexible plastic tubes which you simply lay out around and above the combine engine, being careful that the tubing doesn’t touch any hot surfaces. If a fire starts, it’ll start softening the plastic and pressure from the extinguisher will blow a hole in the tubing. Because of the design, the hole will be automatically directed at the center of the fire and will put it out.

Dave Melton of Sterling Safety Company, Ipswich, England, came up with the idea. “There’s no doubt the system works. Once it puts out a fire, you just install a new extinguisher and piece of tubing. It generally puts out fires before they become more than a couple inches high.”

A 5-ft. tank with two 9-ft. pieces of tubing sells for about $225. Options include an alarm that lets you know when the system has been activated.


“Swivel” Drill Hitch Changes Depth Of Disc Openers On-The-Go

“Our new add-on hitch for double disc endwheel drills lets you automatically change disc opener depth on-the-go. It saves a lot of time and makes it much easier to get a good stand,” says Tom Laubach, Canton, Okla.

The hitch bolts onto the tongue in place of the original drill hitch and uses a 2 by 8-in. hydraulic cylinder to raise the tongue up or down. A heavy wall pipe on the hitch serves as a bearing.

“It lets you adjust seed depth for different soil conditions by changing the geometrics between the press wheels and disc openers,” says Laubach. “Extending the cylinder raises the tongue which puts more pressure on the press wheels, causing the disc openers to lift up out of the ground. Retracting the cylinder lowers the tongue which takes pressure off the press wheels and forces the disc openers down. It’s a lot easier to use than having to manually adjust the depth of each press wheel.

“We work great on new endwheel drills equipped with positive depth control press systems that turn fans on or off are expensive, inconvenient, and in many cases inaccurate. They sell for $1,300 to $1,400 per bin, so you still have to go outside to read the temperature. Our system can handle six medium size bins for a total cost of about $300 per bin.”

Contact: FARM SHOW Followup, Tom Laubach, Box 8A, Canton, Okla. 73724 (405 886-2259).

Hitch lets you change disc opener depth hydraulically.

“Calf Tape” Predicts Birthweights

By measuring the diameter of a newborn calf’s hoof, you can get accurate birthweights without doing the heavy lifting required by spring scales. According to Farm Home Offices, Garrison, Iowa, about its Calf Scale measuring tape.

You can even use the tape to measure birthweights during labor to help predict difficult births.

The tape has weights printed on it. You place the tape around the coronary band of the front hoof, tighten it, and read the circumference in centimeters and the birthweight in pounds from the tape scale. One side measures bulls and the other side heifers. Weight at birth may vary by 7 lbs. for bulls and 6.4 lbs. for heifers due to hour spent in birth. Subtracting the average pelvic measurements (height and width to the circumference in centimeters and the height and width to the

Plastic tubing from extinguisher is laid around combine danger zones. If a fire breaks out it melts a hole in the tubing, replacing fluid from extinguisher.

By measuring the diameter of a newborn calf’s hoof, you can get accurate birthweights. Tape measures diameter of calf’s hoof to give you accurate birthweights.

“Post Driver For 2 By 4’s

You can drive treated 2 by 4’s into the ground for posts with this simple adapter that protects the top of the post from splintering.

The driver consists of a piece of channel iron that slips over the post to hold it in place. A piece of 36-in. thick steel plate is welded to one end and a solid steel shaft welds to the top of that post. You drive the shaft with a fencepost driver, just like you would drive a steel fencepost.

“Works great for reinforcing a fence, putting up a trellis, and other jobs since 2 by 4’s are cheap,” says Hoffman Machine & Welding, which sells the post driver for $29.95.